
BLACK HISTORY ESSAY RUBRIC

iRubric A3AX5W: Students will research and write a three paragraph essay about an African-American historical figure.
The report will include one paragraph.

Good photograph or picture. Display is uninteresting and not tidy. Triumphs or Awards they have achieved or
received 7. Early life, childhood 3. Brief paragraph attempting to explain how this person inspires you.
Requirements: Your essay is to be 3 -4 pages long, written or typed doublespaced. Bio information is not very
complete. Attempts to explain who the person is. Remember: a diorama not only shows a scene, but they can
tell a story by capturing a significant moment in time. You can use any number of interesting containers in
order to make a really unique diorama housing. Punctuation, Capitalization, Grammar, Sentence Structure
Essay clearly describes any obstacles faced and awards earned by figure. Essay contains many punctuation,
capitalization, grammar, or sentence structure errors. For hand written reports you should skip a line when
writing the final draft. Essay clearly describes why this figure is famous and inspirational. Visual is original.
Product includes an element of fun and interest Display is interesting and attractive. No photograph or picture
included. Materials are incomplete and not organized. Birth date of historical figure 2. Essay contains a few
punctuation, capitalization, grammar, or sentence structure errors. Essay describes why this figure is famous or
inspirational. You should think outside the box and be as creative as possible. Missing an explanation for how
this person inspires you. Paper may be sloppy. Also in the making of your diorama, be sure to think about
your housing of your project. Any obstacles they faced 6. You may use whatever materials you like to recreate
scenes, such as but not limited to shoeboxes, modeling clay, construction paper, hand-drawn, or computer
images. This page should document any sources you used to gather information for your paper. Please be
careful not to plagiarize any information. If typed the font should be 12 pt. A few grammatical spelling, or
punctuation errors. Few examples. Many grammatical, spelling, or punctuation errors. Picture appears on a
cover page that is not supposed to be included with this assignment. Included on same page as writing but
interferes with paragraph formatting. This process ensures there are not several duplications of the same
person being researched. What did they invent or what are they famous for? Does not include any or very little
explanation of bio paragraph, influences, and or obstacles. Format is great and easy to read. This adds a level
of uniqueness that makes your diorama more meaningful. May be mostly plagiarized. Essay fails to describe
obstacles or awards earned by figure. Cheeley Please select one and return this bottom portion to Ms. The
significance to African American culture 5. AfricanAmerican history is full of fascinating stories, rich culture,
great art, and courageous acts that can be researched to educate people who read your essay.


